North Tyneside is in a bit of a mess! It needs NEW THINKING to sort it out! The only NEW THINKING is coming from the GREEN PARTY CANDIDATES!

Martin Collins when representing Wallsend ward will work to:-

- establish truly GREEN business and working practices throughout the Borough.
- cut carbon emissions not jobs and services.
- provide Wallsend with locally based retail opportunities.
- encourage a diversity of learning systems across the Humanities & Sciences and amongst all ages.
- rebuild traditional communities of the borough along modern GREEN lines.

To ensure the future for our descendents we must stop thinking like our ancestors and begin our evolution towards ways of living that suit the environments of the twenty-first century and beyond.

Even one truly GREEN voice in the council chamber will make a difference. How do we know? Because GREEN voices can be heard in councils, assemblies and parliaments all across the country – North Tyneside should be no different.